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Abstract: One of the most common strategies in high-efficiency crystalline
silicon (c-Si) solar cells for the rear surface is the combination of a dielectric
passivation with a point-like contact to the base. In such devices, the trade-off
between surface passivation and ohmic losses determines the optimum
distance between contacts or pitch. Given a certain pitch, the series resistance
related to majority carrier flow through the base and the rear point-like contact
(Rbase) is commonly calculated a-priori and not crosschecked in finished
devices, since typical techniques to measure series resistance lead to an
unique value that includes all ohmic losses. In this work, we present a novel
method to measure Rbase using impedance spectroscopy (IS) analysis. The IS
data at high frequencies allow to determine Rbase due to the presence of the
capacitor formed by the metal/dielectric/semiconductor structure that covers
most of the rear surface. The method is validated by device simulations where
the dependence of Rbase on carrier injection, base resistivity and pitch are
reproduced. Finally, Rbase is measured on finished devices. As a result, a more
accurate value of the contacted area is deduced which is a valuable information
for further device optimization.
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1. Introduction

High-efficiency c-Si solar cells demand excellent surface passivation with good
carrier transport properties. At the rear surface of double-side contacted c-Si
solar cells where the base contact is located, these requirements are often
fulfilled by the combination of a dielectric passivating film with local contacts
defined in a point-like pattern. This configuration was already applied in the high
efficiency concepts developed in the 90’s where the contacts were defined by
photolithography [1-2]. In the last years, this idea has been revisited due to the
introduction of laser techniques that allow the definition of the point-like pattern
in a very cost-effective way. Particularly, three main strategies have been
developed. Firstly, the laser beam is used to locally ablate the dielectric and the
contacts are created in a subsequent full-area aluminum deposition and
annealing [3-4]. A second approach consists of a metal deposited on top of the
dielectric that is laser fired through it leading to the so-called Laser Firing
Contacts (LFC). Typically this technique is done with Aluminum to create base
contacts on p-type substrates [5-6], but recently a metal stack containing
Antimony has also demonstrated its viability for the creation of base contacts on
n-type wafers [7]. Finally, the laser radiation can impinge directly on the
dielectric film that works as dopant source. The advantage of this technique is
that lower laser powers are required resulting in higher quality contacts. For ptype contacts, aluminum oxide [8] and boron doped silicon carbide films [9]
have been reported, while for n-type contacts phosphorus doped silicon carbide
has been applied [10-11].

When the base contact is defined in a point-like pattern, a trade-off between
surface passivation and ohmic losses is found: the more contacted area
fraction, the lower the ohmic losses, but the higher the surface recombination
rate. Before device fabrication, an evaluation of this trade off to get the optimum
contacted area fraction, i.e. optimum distance between contacts in a square
matrix or pitch, is typically performed. Although 3D simulations lead to more
accurate results [12-13], the most common approach is the reduction of the 3D
problem to 1D by applying the equation proposed by Fischer [14], improved by
Plagwitz and Brendel [15] and generalized by Saint-Cast et al. [16]. In this case,
a theoretical value of the ohmic losses introduced by the point-like pattern can
be calculated and expressed in a condensed parameter: the base resistance
(Rbase). Typically, the nominal substrate resistivity and a contacted area
depending on the technology are used as input parameters. This a-priori
calculation could differ from the actual Rbase in the finished device. In addition,
ohmic losses in the fabricated device can not be separated into different
components when typical techniques to measure them are applied (see ref. [17]
and references there in). However, an accurate knowledge of Rbase in finished
solar cells is desirable for a reliable device development and, in particular, for
pitch optimization.

In this work we present a novel method to determine Rbase in fabricated devices
using impedance spectroscopy (IS) technique. This technique has been widely
used to measure the frequency response of a large number of chemical
systems, electronic materials and devices in several research areas such as
biomedical or space applications [18-21]. In the photovoltaic field, it has been
widely applied in dye-sensitized and organic solar cells [22-23], but also some

studies have been also published on high-efficiency silicon solar cells revealing
a trade-off between recombination and carrier transport in such devices [24-25].
Typically, IS technique allows to extract important parameters related to the
physic structure of the solar cells - such as series and parallel resistances,
carrier lifetime or diode ideality factor [26-28]. In this paper, we will focus on
how the particular configuration of a dielectric passivated surface together with
local base contacts impacts on IS measurements leading to the experimental
determination of Rbase in finished devices.
2. Rbase measurement method validation
2.1 Model definition

In the IS technique, the device is properly DC biased and a small AC signal is
superposed to it. Typically, the measurement tool records the excitation AC
voltage and the AC current response of the device resulting in a complex
impedance Z = Z’ ± jZ’’ for each applied frequency of the AC signal ( ). The
obtained impedances are typically plotted in a Z’,-Z’’ plane where the real part
monotonically decreases with frequency. To validate the method to measure
Rbase proposed hereby, we define a n+/p solar cell structure in ATLAS TCAD
software with a blanket front emitter and a point-like rear contact following the
same models that we used in ref. [29] where a detailed description of them can
be found. The main characteristics of the solar cell are a substrate thickness w
of 260 µm, a nominal substrate resistivity sub = 1.8 cm corresponding to NA=
7.8·1015 cm-3, a 120 /sq front n+ emitter and the rear contact configuration
where we define two alternatives (Fig. 1 sketches the simulated structures):



Point Contacted (PC): rear contact with a point-like square matrix with
600 µm pitch and square contacts of 80x80 µm 2. At these contacts, we
define a surface recombination velocity (Scont) of 106 cm/s while for the
passivated surface we use a surface recombination velocity (Spas) of 100
cm/s.



Point Contacted and Metal Insulator Semiconductor structure (PC+MIS):
both the geometrical and recombination parameters at the rear contact
are the same than in PC structure, but in this case the dielectric film is
included with the rear metal covering it. As dielectric film, we use a 100
nm-thick silicon oxide film with relative dielectric constant of 3.9. The
metal was characterized by a metal workfunction equal to the c-Si bulk.
With this condition and without any fixed charge density at the interface,
the capacitance of this Metal Insulator Semiconductor (MIS) structure
can be well approximated by the flat-band capacitance which is 26.75
nF/cm2.

For these two structures, the IS measurements are simulated with frequencies
ranging from 40 Hz to 45 MHz for a bias voltage of 0.65 V and the obtained
curves are plotted in Fig. 1. As it can be observed in Fig.1,(a), PC structure
shows an unique semi-arc which is typically found in p/n junctions and can be
accurately modeled by solving the differential equation that controls carrier
transport with a small signal bias. Assuming that the current through the n+/p
junction is dominated by the electrons injected into the base, we can apply the
expression for the IS response of well-passivated rear contacts that appears as
the second term in equation (1) [30]. Apart from the small signal response of the
n+/p junction, we add two lumped series resistances R0 and Rbase. The former

takes into account the ohmic losses related to the majority carrier flow through
the n+ emitter region and it is equal to 0.033 cm2 determined from simulation
results not shown in this work. The latter models the ohmic losses attributed to
the majority carrier flow along the base which is closely related to the rear pitch
and contact size. Notice that by fitting the IS response we can only obtain the
sum of all the ohmic losses, since Rbase is connected in series to R0 and there is
no way to separate them from the IS data. However, the a-priori knowledge of
R0 will be useful to understand the physical origin of the IS model for PC+MIS
structure introduced below. Combining the two series resistance with the n+/p
junction response, we reach the following expression to fit the IS data:
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where w is the wafer thickness, L is the effective diffusion length, R1 is the
small signal resistance of the n+/p junction and C1 is the diffusion capacitance.
These two parameters are typically used to determine the diode ideality factor
and the minority carrier effective lifetime [28][31]. The simulated data can be
excellently fitted by equation (1) using parameters shown in Table I. Very often,
the accurate behavior of the n+/p junction is modeled by a lumped element
circuit leading to the model shown in the inset of Fig. 1,(a) and IS response
represented by the dashed line. This simplified model does not have L as a
parameter, which is responsible of the oval shape of the semi-arc, and is not
able to fit the linear IS response at the Z’,-Z’’ plane at high frequency known as

Warburg effect. However, it matches the low frequency IS response and the Z’axis cross points which is enough to obtain the rest of the model parameters
R0+Rbase, R1 and C1. In this case, R1 can be identified as the width of the semiarc, R0+Rbase corresponds to its shift from the Z’-axis origin and C1 is
determined from the frequency at where the maximum –Z’’ value is found. In
other words, despite equation (1) excellently reproduces the simulated data with
an assumable increase in complexity, the simple lumped model shown in figure
1,(a) is enough to determine R1, C1 and R0+Rbase with similar accuracy.
In PC+MIS structure, the only difference to the previous structure is the
presence of a MIS structure at the rear surface. As it can be seen in Fig. 1,(b),
the semi-arc at high Z’ values is identical to the previous one indicating that
carriers follow the same electrical model than for PC structure with identical L,
R0, R1, C1 and Rbase values. This result is consistent with the fact that at these
relatively low frequencies IS response is controlled by carrier recombination and
this magnitude does not have changed between both structures. However, at
high frequencies a second semi-arc arises indicating the appearance of a
second capacitance C2. The electrical model that explains this response is
shown in the inset of Fig. 1,(b) and the physical explanation to it is the following.
In this device, two carrier flows are superimposed. On the one hand, we have
carriers that are related to device recombination and were already present on
PC structure. These carriers are flowing through the point-like contact and are
influenced by Rbase. On the other hand, there are carriers that flow through the
n+/p junction and go to the MIS regions that cover the most part of the rear
surface. These carriers travel vertically along the base and their ohmic losses
are related to the substrate thickness and resistivity. Thus, a branch with R2 and

C2 is connected in parallel to Rbase leading to the following expression to model
the IS response (solid line in Fig. 1,(b)):
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As a first approach, the values for the new parameters can be calculated based
on the device characteristics. R2 can be expressed as R2 ≈ w, where  is the
base resistivity. Although the nominal substrate resistivity (sub) is a good
approach for , this value is modified by the carrier profile in the bulk that is
strongly dependent on the bias voltage and the rear pitch. Regarding C2, it is
approximately the capacitance of the MIS structure at 0 V since the base is
periodically contacted through the dielectric and, thus, it is at the same potential
than the rear metal. Given the dielectric thickness and permittivity, the nominal
capacitance at 0 V is a good approximation. However, this value is reduced by
the total MIS area and by the fact that at the vicinity of the base contacts the
capacitance is shortcircuited. As a result, the expressions mentioned above can
be used as a first guess when the experimental data is to be fitted by the
theoretical model. The values obtained from the best fit shown in Fig. 1,(b)
agree well with this physical model (see Table I). R2 is slightly lower than subw
(a substrate resistivity of 1.4 cm instead of the nominal substrate resistivity of
1.8 cm can be deduced from this value related to minority carrier injection)
while C2 is 22 nF/cm2 which is very close to the 26.75 nF/cm2 deduced for the
flat-band capacitance of the MIS structure. Notice that, as it was mentioned in
the previous discussion, despite the low frequency semi-arc is not properly fitted
by the lumped model shown in Fig. 1,(b) (dashed line), this model is accurate
enough to fit the second semi-arc and determine Rbase which is the main goal of

the work presented hereby. Additionally, the low C2 value in the nF/cm2 range
results in a high impedance value at low frequencies. Consequently, the low
frequency response is not impacted by the R2-C2 branch resulting in an identical
semi-arc than for PC structure and a clear “visual” separation in the Z’, -Z’’ plot
of both behaviors.

As we have seen, the proposed model is able to explain the IS response of a
solar cell whose rear surface is passivated with a dielectric film that does not
have fixed charge density (Qf) at the c-Si interface. However, typical films used
for c-Si surface passivation, like silicon nitride or aluminum oxide, show nonnegligible Qf values. In order to evaluate whether the proposed model is able to
extract Rbase with a significant Qf value, we repeat simulations of PC+MIS
structure with Qf values of 1012 and -1012 cm-2 at the rear c-Si/dielectric
interface. The resulting IS responses (not shown in this work) are similar than
for the case of Qf = 0 cm-2 with the high-frequency semi-arc starting at similar Z’
coordinates. As a consequence, when the experimental data is fitted by the
model presented hereby the resulting Rbase can be determined (0.273 and 0.275
cm2for Qf values of -1012 and 1012 cm-2respectively). This result is expected
due to the high sheet resistance in the k range of the inversion/accumulation
layer. On the other hand, it must be mentioned that the R2 and C2 values
determined under the presence of Qf do not make physical sense (R2 higher
than sub·w= 0.0468 cm2 and C2 equal for both cases with significant Qf)
suggesting that the branch of the model that includes these elements used
should be revised. A reasonable approach could be the replacement of R2 and
C2 by a transmission line where every capacitance element has a series and
shunt
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inversion/accumulation layer. The development of this model is beyond the
scope of this paper and will be addressed in future works.

The physical understanding of the IS response of PC+MIS structure is
important; however, the most relevant result of this analysis is that the impact of
Rbase can be now separated from the rest of the ohmic losses since it is linked to
the second semi-arc (in broad terms it can be considered its width) instead of
just a shift to higher Z’ values. Taking advantage of it, we will be able to
determine this parameter for a wide variety of conditions.

2.2. Dependence of Rbase on base resistivity
We simulate the IS data of PC+MIS structure for bias voltages ranging from 0.6
to 0.7 V. The evolution of the impedance data are plotted in Fig. 2. As it can be
seen, the first semi-arc is strongly reduced when voltage increases due to the
increase in the current flow through the device, i.e. the diode is forward biased.
The second semi-arc shows a soft trend towards lower Z’ values indicating that
the associated series resistance reduces.

This trend is confirmed when we plot the Rbase values obtained from the best fit
of the IS data with equation (2), as it is done in Fig. 3. In this figure, we also
show the Rbase data calculated from the model proposed by Fischer for round
shape contacts [14]:
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where r is the contact radius, p is the rear pitch and w is the wafer thickness.
The value chosen for the radius is 45.1 m leading to a round contact area
equivalent to the square 80x80 m2 contacts defined in the simulations. The
calculated Rbase value applying equation (2) with  = sub= 1.8 cm is shown in
Fig. 3 with a dashed line. This value agrees well with the values deduced from
IS data at low injection. Notice that  is reduced as the voltage increases due to
the injection of minority carriers. An estimation of the corresponding  at every
bias voltage (V) can be done assuming that the minority carrier density at the cSi bulk (n) is equal to its value at the edge of the space charge region. This
assumption introduces some error since the carrier distribution is not constant
along the bulk; however, this error is minimized for a rear surface well
passivated. Then, base resistivity can be calculated as follows:
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where n is obtained applying the following expression:
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where symbols have their usual meanings and Vj is the voltage applied to the
junction that can be calculated as Vj= V - J × (R0 + Rbase). The resulting Rbase
values applying the expressions mentioned above (solid line in Fig. 3)
reproduce the Rbase dependence. Another way to change base resistivity is
varying the doping density. We simulate the IS data at V = 0.65 V for 4 and 0.8
cm substrate resistivities. The obtained Rbase values are also plotted in Fig. 3
with the corresponding calculation from the analytical model. All the extracted

Rbase values agree well with the calculated ones demonstrating that the method
to determine Rbase by IS data is reliable.
2.3. Dependence of Rbase on pitch
The ohmic losses introduced by a point-like contacted rear surface are strongly
related to the rear pitch. We simulate the IS data at V= 0.65 V for PC+MIS
structures with pitches ranging from 300 to 1600 µm and we extract the Rbase
values by fitting the data with the proposed model. In addition, we calculate the
corresponding Rbase from equation (2) using  = sub = 1.8 cm and plot them in
Fig. 4 (dashed line). As it can be seen, the analytical model follows the same
trend than the data extracted from the simulations, but it diverges for longer
pitches. In the long pitch range, surface passivation is improved and the excess
carrier density that can be maintained at a certain voltage increases. Thus, the
effect of base resistivity reduction by carrier injection is stronger. If we apply the
calculations mentioned above to estimate n and modify base resistivity, the
analytical model (solid line in Fig. 4) agrees well with the simulated data
demonstrating again the validity of the method proposed hereby.

3. Results on experimental samples
Now, we apply the method to determine Rbase in experimental samples.
Particularly, high-efficiency crystalline silicon Passivated Emitter Rear Locally
Contacted (PERC) solar cells have been used. These solar cells were
fabricated using 1.8 cm p-type <100> FZ c-Si 4” wafers with a thickness of
260 m. Fabrication process is explained in detail in ref. [32], but in broad terms
it can be summarized as follows. After front surface texturization, an
homogeneous n+ emitter was created by phosphorous diffusion with sheet

resistance of about 100 /sq. Front and rear surfaces were passivated by
thermally grown SiO2. A front contact grid based on Ti/Pd/Ag e-beam
evaporation with 3% contacted area was defined, while the rear surface was
covered by evaporated Aluminum and a LFC process was performed to create
local rear contacts using IR (1064 nm) Nd:YAG pulsed laser. This LFC process
leads to round laser spots on the Aluminum film with a radius of 40 µm. In Fig. 5
we show a sketch of the fabricated solar cell with the PC+MIS model
superimposed in order to connect structural layers of the cell to the circuit
element response.
In this work, we report the results for the 600 µm pitch sample. We used
impedance analyzer HP4294A to measure the IS response of this device from
40 Hz to 15 MHz varying the bias voltage from 0.55 V to 0.74 V. In order to get
a lineal response from the solar cell, AC signal was fixed to 10 mV, lower than
the thermal voltage at 25 ºC. It must be mentioned that the solar cell was
measured using a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) to directly contact it with a
coaxial connection avoiding non-shielded wires. As a result of this configuration,
the parallel parasitic capacitance and the series parasitic inductance have
decreased to negligible values allowing a non-distorted measurement up to 15
MHz. This set-up is of crucial importance in order to reduce parasitic elements
that hinder the solar cell response at high frequencies, where the region of
interest to determine Rbase is located.
In Fig. 6, we show the IS data for bias voltages ranging from 0.55 to 0.7 V. The
experimental data follow the same trend than the one observed for the
simulated PC-MIS structure shown in Fig. 2. Moreover, the model proposed in

this work is able to closely reproduce the experimental data (solid lines).
Focusing on R0 and Rbase parameters, which are the relevant ones in this work,
best fits are obtained with a constant value for R0 of 0.350 cm2 (attributed to
metal grid and contact resistances) while Rbase decreases with voltage as
shown in Fig. 7. Again, this trend can be analytically modeled including carrier
injection with the expressions mentioned above. However, the contact radius
that leads to a best fit of the experimental data is 33 µm in contrast to the 40 µm
deduced from the observation of the laser spot, indicating that the electrical
contact is not created in the whole laser processed region. Consequently, Rbase
at low injection is 0.490 cm2 instead of 0.407 cm2 that would be usually
deduced from equation (3) with 40 µm radius. The proposed method for Rbase
determination is particularly well suitable for rear contact techniques where the
real electrical contact size is not accurately known, as in laser fired contacts. In
fact, recently a micro-scale study of the doping density distribution along the
laser processed spots has been reported with evidences of low doped regions
in the spot perimeter [33]. All this information is very important for an accurate
development of these devices, in particular for the optimum pitch determination,
and illustrates the usefulness of the method proposed in this work.

4. Conclusions

We have developed a novel method for Rbase determination in finished solar
cells whose base contact is defined in a point-like structure at the rear surface.
It is based on fitting IS measurements by a physical model that is able to
reproduce the dependence of Rbase on carrier injection, substrate doping density
and pitch, as it is demonstrated by device simulations. This method is applied to

experimental solar cells whose p-type base is contacted by locally laser firing
aluminum film. The experimental Rbase data show a decrease with bias voltage
attributed to carrier injection and they are best fitted by an analytical model
where the contact radius is 33 µm instead of 40 µm determined by laser spot
observation. This information is crucial for further optimization of these devices,
particularly optimum pitch determination.
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Fig. 1. Simulated IS data (symbols) and theoretical curves (solid lines) with
parameters shown in Table 1 for (a) PC structure and (b) PC+MIS structure.
Calculated curves using the simple lumped element model (dashed lines) with
the same parameters are also shown.
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Fig. 2. Evolution of simulated IS data for PC+MIS structure at different bias
voltages.
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Fig. 3. Rbase vs. bias voltage (symbols) determined from the simulated IS data
by the method proposed hereby. Theoretical curve (solid line) from the
analytical model is able to reproduce the dependence of Rbase on carrier
injection. The Rbase value using the nominal substrate resistivity (dashed line) is
also shown. Additionally, Rbase values at 0.65 V for substrates resistivities of 4
and 0.8 cm are also plotted and agree with the model.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of Rbase on pitch determined from simulated IS data for
PC+MIS structures at 0.65 V. The predicted dependence using equation (3)
with nominal substrate resistivity (dashed line) diverges for long pitches,
whereas a good agreement is found when carrier injection is included (solid
line).
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Fig. 5. Sketch of the fabricated solar cells with the connection between the
different elements of the PC+MIS model to the physical layers of the device.
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Fig. 6. Experimental IS data (symbols) and best fit with theoretical model (lines)
for finished devices at voltages ranging from 0.55 to 0.7 V.
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Fig.7. Experimental dependence of Rbase on bias voltage (symbols) determined
from IS measurements. The analytical model (line) is able to reproduce the
dependence with a contact radius of 33 µm instead of 40 µm determined by
laser spot observation.

Table 1. Parameter values for the theoretical curves shown in Fig. 1.
R0

R1

C1

L

R2

C2

Rbase

Structure

(cm2)

(cm2)

(Fcm2)

(cm)

(cm2)

(Fcm2)

(cm2)

PC

0.033

0.510

12x10-5

0.040

-

-

0.280

PC+MIS

0.033

0.510

12x10-5

0.040

0.037

22x10-9

0.280

